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A Joint Statement from His Majesty John I of the Kingdom of Talossa and Miestrâ 
P-figlhâ Schivâ, President of the Talossan Republic

Seven and a half years ago, the Kingdom of Talossa suffered the loss of a number of 
valuable citizens, who (provoked by the misbehaviour of the King of Talossa) left the 
Kingdom to form the Talossan Republic. Since that time, many newcomers to Talossa 
have joined the Republic and have lived and flourished there, together with the 
original "rebels", proudly identifying themselves as Talossans even though they were 
never citizens of the Kingdom. This division in our nation, however necessary it was, 
has always been a matter of regret and sorrow to patriotic Talossans in both groups.

On this 32nd anniversary of the establishment of the Kingdom of Talossa, we the 
undersigned, the King of Talossa and the President of the Talossan Republic, are very 
pleased to reveal publicly that last month, at the initiative of leading citizens of the 
Republic — an initiative which was immediately and warmly welcomed by the 
leaders of the Kingdom —, informal talks began, with the aim of finding ways to 
facilitate the unification of the Talossan people in a single state by the admission of the 
Republic's citizenry to citizenship in the Kingdom. The talks, thanks to great goodwill 
on both sides, have gone very well. We are happy to announce that, pending the 
successful conclusion of these discussions, the Talossan Republic will be formally 
dissolved, and every one of its citizens who desires it welcomed into full citizenship in 
the Kingdom of Talossa. Some of the details have yet to be worked out, and some 
enabling legislation passed by the Ziu and by the General Assembly of the Republic, 
but both Governments are enthusiastically behind the plan. Our aim and intention is 
clear — one Talossan people, and one Talossan state.

Each of the former Republicans will be admitted as a citizen of the Province of his or 
her own choice; but it is our mutual intention that those who desire to maintain 
something of their "rebel culture" within the Kingdom will organize an eighth 
Province, which will serve them as a sort of local center of their Talossan activity. 
Regardless of Provincial citizenship, they will all be full citizens of the Kingdom, 
living under the King and the Organic Law, and participating fully in all aspects of our 
joint national life — cultural, political, and social.

This rapprochement is not to be regarded as some kind of conquest or surrender or 
Borg-like assimilation, but rather as the reception into the Kingdom of a group of good 
Talossans who have been, up until now, politically separated from the larger group of 
their co-nationalists. We fervently hope, and we firmly believe, that the "reunision" of 
the Kingdom and the Republic will usher in a new era in the history of our beloved 
nation, and allow us to reach unprecedented heights in our pursuit and enjoyment of 
our shared Talossanity.

(signed) John Regeu and Miestrâ Schivâ 
Published to Wittenberg XI Thread 5970 and Wittenberg XII Thread 4135, both on 26 December 2011
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Via that same Wittenberg XII thread, and in that same post, Miestrâ added the 
following: "I would only like to add to this that I will be introducing a bill to the 
General Assembly immediately. endorsing the principle of imminent Talossan 
"reunision" (pending consensus on several outstanding issues), the negotiations which 
have led to the issuing of this joint statement, and my executive decisions as to the 
negotiation team."

King-in-Abbavilla issues annual Independence Day 
Speech from the Throne
My dear friends, citizens of the Kingdom of Talossa and citizens of the Talossan Republic 
—

What a joy and privilege it is for me to be permitted once again to make the Speech from 
the Throne on the occasion of the anniversary of the independence of our great Nation! I 
am, as always, grateful to all of you who have made this last year, our 32nd, such a good 
one in Talossa; and today, 26 December 2011, we have more to celebrate together as 
Talossans than on any other Independence Day in our history — for which I am doubly 
and trebly grateful.

As you may already have read or known, but we are now able to reveal publicly for the 
first time, the President and other leading citizens (including the heads of the elected 
government) of the Talossan Republic recently approached me and the Government of 
the Kingdom with a bold plan for what Lord Hooligan (possibly in a mere typo, possibly 
under the influence of the national currency) dubbed the “reunision” of Talossa. I cannot 
possibly convey what we felt on being approached with such a plan; but I imagine many 
of you, hearing and reading of this for the first time, are experiencing something of the 
same thrill and joy that we did. Prime Minister Litz Cjantscheir, Distain Lord Hooligan, and 
I were simply giddy with gladness at the realization that now, after over seven years of 
(sometimes very bitter) estrangement, the Kingdom would soon be graced and 
invigorated with the arrival, as citizens, of a group of eminent Talossans whose 
participation in our national affairs and cultural life are (at least in some cases) nothing 
short of legendary.

As President Schivâ and I, in our joint Announcement earlier today, made clear, there are 
still details of the “reunision” to be worked out and finalized, but all Talossans may be 
assured that from the Kingdom’s point of view these are *only* details, and that we have 
every expectation of being able to welcome our fellow Talossans (now of the Republic) to 
full citizenship in the Kingdom without any undue delay.

I call on all current citizens of the Kingdom to welcome the (former) Republicans, as they 
join us, with open arms. Among them are former Prime Ministers of the Kingdom, 
Ladintschen well versed in our beautiful national language, “old-growth” Talossans whose 
knowledge and experience of the country goes back to the 1990s and even before, and 
relative new-comers whose dedication to our national identity is no less fervent than that 
of any of us. If we have any “issues” with the Republic or the Republicans, we can be 
assured of being able to work them out as between fellow-citizens, with all the goodwill 
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that our shared nationality and shared citizenship iconify. I call, also, on the current 
citizens of the Republic, to be assured of the eager readiness of the Kingdom to welcome 
you, and not to let any glitches or frictions between personalities that might arise to 
eclipse the central fact, that we are *very* glad to have you with us.

After this magnificent news, anything else I could say in the Speech from the Throne is 
going to pale into insignificance; but a few things simply have to be mentioned. I was 
personally gratified by the smooth and friendly conduct of two general elections. (But 
what the heck? It’s RUMP, RUMP, RUMP, everything RUMP. Can’t we get a viable 
opposition going?) Among the blessings of the past year, I of course am particularly 
cognizant of my own recovery from a serious illness; in connection with which, I thank all 
of you who, I know, prayed for me, and whose continually expressed good wishes and 
friendship were such a joy. It has been, too, a great pleasure to admit over two dozen 
new citizens; to meet (and drink with) various travelling Talossans — in particular Martì 
Prevuost and his wife, Aladna and Amaval Coca, and Viteu Toctviac'hteir —; to 
participate, alas! at too great a distance, in such happy events as the marriage of 
Danihel Adam Zefareu Forestal with the beautiful Sarac'h Çamberleir, and the births of 
wonderful dandelions to Brad and Carrie Holmes and to Pol and Audradâ d'Auribuerg 
(gosh, I hope I’m not forgetting any); and to work with a fine new Prime Minister (whose 
advice has been *very* valuable to me on more than one occasion), with my dearest of 
friends Lord Hooligan, with my Talossan son the heir presumptive Prince Patrick Duke of 
Florencia, with two spectacularly good Secretaries of State, and with all the rest of you.

Most simply put, I am more proud and pleased than I can find words to express, to be 
the King of such a wonderful country, and such an excellent group of citizens.

God bless you all, and God bless Talossa and grant us a New Year of happiness, 
prosperity, friendship, kindness, and grace.

John Regeu 

Issued via Wittenberg XI Thread 5972
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Speech to the Talossan Nation regarding John and 
Miestrâ's Joint Statement of 26 XII 2011 and a heartfelt 
and long-overdue apology to Quedéir Castiglhâ
Azul once again,

When I issued my previous 'Address' on about 6 December of this year, I made it out 
to the 'Talossan Nations'.  The use of the plural was a gross oversight on my part: we 
are all one nation and always have been.  Forces beyond our control dictated that for a 
period of years our beautiful Talossa would be broken.  If all goes as-planned 2012 will 
see the two halves put back together and this piece of old business taken care of: 
nothing less than the thrusting of the Great Pumpkin through the Door of Night.

The history of Talossa is one of epochs and earth-shaking events, both good and bad. 
The Founding of Talossa was the greatest of all of these.  The Cone Wars of late 1980 
proved the viability of Ben's personality and creative output as being one that could 
appeal to more people than just Ben.  The making of Danihél Lauriéir into Talossa's 
second citizen soon thereafter brought the first person other than Ben into the country, 
and the advent of permanent democracy in 1985 heralded a golden age of creative 
output and political machination that would continue for five years.

1989-1990 saw the end of the old Talossan political order with the demise of the 
Talossan National Party and the life-changes in the personal state of a prominent 
Talossan (not Ben) that would have direct political consequences for the Kingdom that 
resonate to this day: the advent of the unprecedented decade-plus of political 
dominance of the Progressive Conservative Party.

The rise of the internet in the general public consciousness during the mid-1990s 
signalled an end to the exclusively-home-grown nature of the Regipäts.  With a little 
help from Netscape in late 1995, Talossa was introduced to the world.  Among the 
benefits of said event was a steady stream of immigration that really did not stop until 
early 2001.  Among the casulties was the end of the tradition of constant Talossan print 
media publications.  Wittenberg disco-forums saw to that: news was now immediate 
and offered in real-time.

The mass-exoduses of 1998 and 2001 were inspired directly by Ben's abrasiveness and 
inability to really see Talossa as a global nation and his inability or outright refusal to 
see that people of various political persuasions could all still be people of great virtue. 
As important as they were to their participants, for the Kingdom they were but a 
foreshadowing of Halloween and the mass-exodus to come.

People could say 1 June 2004 was another epoch-shaping event.  It was not.  Our mass-
leaving was but the logical conclusion to the events began three months earlier when 
then-King-Ben began his rash of false accusations against Kane Gruber of domestic 
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violence.  These accusations were never refuted, and Ben did nothing to try and make 
things right.  

Enter Quedéir Castiglhâ and his noble and well-intentioned attempt at bringing a real 
reconciliation: the Table of Abbavilla.  It takes a certain kind of courage and 
graciousness to stand between the Wrath of Ben and the Temper of Gruber and say, 
'Wait a second, guys.'.  While some of us came immediately and more-than-willingly 
to the Table, the rest of Talossa waited with bated breath for Ben to come to the Table 
and take his seat.

But Ben did no such thing.  And with that, he took those fateful steps across the 
Rubicon, from which there was no turning back.  On that day, Ben Madison broke 
Talossa.  And what is now known as 'Old Talossa' was no more.

And what happened next was the only way it could turn out.  On Black Tuesday (13 
April 2004), the full venom of Ben's madness was revealed to all: Lisagate.  And 
realizing there was no way for us to free Talossa from Ben's clutches, but realizing we 
still loved Talossa, we had no choice but to leave.  And on 1 June 2004, that's what we 
did.  But the real end for the old order and the ushering-in of the next era in Talossan 
history came at the Table of Abbvilla.  

With Gruber and the other malcontents out-of-the-way, Talossa was Ben's sandbox 
once more.  But he shot himself in the foot.  As with obsessives like him, he would not 
let the matter of Gruber et al rest, and the people of the Kingdom came to see him for 
the idiot he was.  All the good things Ben has ever done in life have been marred by 
his flawed nature.  In 2003-2004, that nature was on full-display.

Chief among his new detractors were John Woolley and Fritz Buchholtz.  But it was 
Tomás Garicier's refusal to back down from Ben's insistence the Talossan language be 
withheld from the world (and therefore Kane Gruber and the rest of us) that made Ben 
do what he should have done long ago - or should have been done for him by way of 
the expulsion he so richly-deserved: he packed up his toys and left.

The Abdication of Robert I and his and Amy's renunciations on 14-15 August 2005 
were the parting of the clouds.  Talossa was free from its founder who had passed 
from being its greatest asset to its sole and malignant cancer.  Another era for Talossa 
had begun.

Debate will rage for years why we in the Republic did not come back immediately.  As 
far as I'm concerned, it has to be water under the bridge.  And while the defensive and 
wounded posture far-too many in the Kingdom took in reaction to our founding of the 
Republic was stunning and played right into Ben's hands, that, too, I think should be 
water under the bridge.  Otherwise, we might as well abandon Talossa right now and 
have done with it.
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Which brings me to Quedéir Castiglhâ...

In our leaving the Kingdom, we had two regrets.  We were and still are wracked with 
sorrow that Ben could not find it in himself to be the king he should have been.  And 
we waxed great with regret that Quedéir had to be thrown under the bus.  It was on 
his watch as Prime Minister that we left, and he, I believe, has always considered it to 
be a personal failure on his part that he could not have kept us in the Kingdom.

The truth of the matter is that once Ben and Amy went on their witch-hunt to get 
Gruber out of Talossa by any means necessary, even Verbotten, Dan L., and JJ together, 
with any of those three as PM, could not and would not have stopped him.  Queen 
Amy was, we believe, the driving force in a lot of what went on behind-the-scenes, 
and if you know Amy at all, once that Death Star juggerlocomotive pulls out of the 
station, the best thing to do is to just run for cover lest it mow you down.

Quedéir, if you are still blaming yourself for what happened, don't.  It was not your 
fault, and I think I speak for all of us who left in apologizing for making you our 
roadkill.  Today, I re-read your resignation posts on Witt from June 2004 from the 
Prime Ministry, and it pains me to know once again how hurt you were by all of this.  

You deserved better from all of us, the then-King most of all, but unfortunately as 
things had gone with Ben and Amy, if it was to do all over again, I think that, all-thing-
being-unchanged, I can safely speak for all of us Founding Parents of the Republic in 
that we would have had no choice but to do it all the exact same way.  

The Madisons gave us no other option.

I hope the Talossa to come has you as a part of it.  But if that is not to be the case, let 
your statesmanship, poise, leadership, and courage via the Table of Abbavilla be your 
'monument'.

Gödefrïeu Válcadác’h
26th and 29th Prime Ministers of the Kingdom of Talossa
8th Prime Minister of the Republic of Talossa
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